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Abstract—The broad capabilities of widespread mobile devices
have paved the way for People-Centric Sensing (PCS). This
emerging paradigm enables direct user involvement in possibly
large-scale and diverse data collection and sharing. Unavoidably,
this raises signiﬁcant privacy concerns, as participants may inadvertently reveal a great deal of sensitive information. However,
ensuring user privacy, e.g., by anonymizing data they contribute,
may cloak faulty (possibly malicious) actions. Thus, PCS systems
must not only be privacy-preserving but also accountable and
reliable. As an increasing number of applications (e.g., assistive
healthcare and public safety systems) can signiﬁcantly beneﬁt
from people-centric sensing, it becomes imperative to meet these
seemingly contradicting requirements. In this work, we discuss security, user privacy and incentivization for this sensing paradigm,
exploring how to address all aspects of this multifaceted problem.
We critically survey the security and privacy properties of stateof-the-art research efforts in the area. Based on our ﬁndings, we
posit open issues and challenges, and discuss possible ways to
address them, so that security and privacy do not hinder the
deployment of PCS systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of resource-rich mobile devices has changed
the landscape of mobile sensing. Today’s smart-phones tend to
become the main user computing and communication platform,
incorporating multiple embedded sensors, e.g., accelerometers,
gyroscopes, GPSs, cameras, etc. With more than 6 billion
mobile subscriptions worldwide [1], these sensors (collectively)
can be used to sense the environment and gather valuable
data of unprecedented quality and quantity, practically from
everywhere. This new sensing paradigm, People-Centric Sensing
(PCS) [2, 3, 4], makes individuals and user communities the
focal point of the sensing infrastructure; with their mobile
handsets, users collect targeted information about their daily
patterns and interactions [5].
In fact, PCS complements earlier efforts in location-based
services by leveraging the duality of a user’s role; each user is a
data contributor as well as a data (service) consumer. Therefore,
increasing voluntary participation, to provide a sufﬁcient and
continuous inﬂux of contributions (the “chasm of critical
mass” [6]), is key to the success of any PCS campaign. However,
as mobile devices gather sensor data from the user’s immediate
environment, privacy concerns (i.e., understanding, choosing,
and controling what kind of information users share, with
whom and for how long) are rightfully raised. Sharing such
sensed data tagged with spatio-temporal information (e.g., time
and/or location) could reveal many personal attributes, such as a
user’s personal activities and health condition among others [7].
Furthermore, due to the strong correlation with the user’s current
context (e.g., whether they are at home or at work, walking or
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driving, etc.), there is a signiﬁcant risk of indirectly inferring
their daily routines or habits [8, 9]. As people realize the serious
consequences of disclosing their sensitive information, it is vital
to address these privacy challenges so that users do not opt out
of PCS. Especially in the light of recent revelations of mass
surveillance [10] that aggravate such user anxieties.
Privacy protection is necessary to motivate user participation,
but it is not (by itself) a sufﬁcient condition. What is needed,
actually, is to provide incentives to engage as many people
as possible, notably with diverse backgrounds, interests and
availability. Indeed, relying only on the altruistic behavior of
contributing participants [11] may not be adequate. This is
why the research community has identiﬁed various types of
incentives and ways to materialize them, such as reputation
systems [12], service quotas [13] and monetary rewards [14].
However, it is necessary to provide such incentives in a privacypreserving manner. For example, users should be rewarded with
credits for their contributions without revealing what kind of
data they shared or the task they participated in.
On the other hand, protecting user privacy by hiding
any identifying information, can threaten the trustworthiness
of the system. In fact, PCS applications could suffer from
incorrect contributions due to their inherently open nature [15];
participants may inadvertently or deliberately submit falsiﬁed
data. Therefore, full anonymity may tempt malicious user
behavior, compromising the reliability of the entire sensing
campaign. To thwart such behavior, we need ﬁne-grained
protocols that provide some form of accountable anonymity.
This way offending users can be tied to their actions, without
necessarily disclosing their identity.
As more and more applications could greatly beneﬁt
from the incorporation of people-centric sensing, it becomes
imperative to address all these issues in a concrete way that
will allow PCS to achieve its full potential. The importance of
user participation, user privacy and system trustworthiness has
been made clear thanks to numerous research efforts. However,
current solutions have been only moderately successful, as they
address facets of the problem at hand; they focus on privacy and
security without considering either accountability [16, 17, 18,
19, 20] or the user’s dual role (i.e., producing and consuming
information) [21, 22]; or they try to enable mass participation
by linking incentives to users’ contributions without considering
privacy implications [12, 13, 14].
There is clearly a need to shed more light on the underpinnings of the necessary solutions that will not only ensure
the system’s trustworthiness and protect users’ privacy, but will
also balance their interplay. Simply put, how can we design
massive (in terms of user participation) PCS systems that are,
at the same time, reliable, accountable and privacy-preserving?
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S E N S O R S O N VA R I O U S M O B I L E H A N D S E T S

Future research should leverage well-understood solutions
towards comprehensive architectures that systematically address
all aforementioned challenges. Nevertheless, such a holistic
treatment mandates a deep reﬂection on the current status of
people-centric sensing.
Contributions: The aim of this study is to explore, in detail,
the factors that inﬂuence security, user privacy and incentives
in PCS. In our analysis, we consider the security and privacy
of participants (i.e., protecting users from the system), as well
as the trustworthiness of the PCS campaigns (i.e., protecting
the system from the users). We start by identifying the involved
stakeholders and actors and we craft an application-agnostic
system model (Sec. II). We compile a set of security and privacy
requirements (Sec. III) that includes user incentivization and
accountability properties. This leads to a reﬁned adversarial
model that incorporates possible collusion between PCS entities
(Sec. IV); such enhanced attacker capabilities are highly relevant
to the complex multi-user PCS environment. Then, we critically
survey the state-of-the-art research efforts in the area, with
respect to their security and privacy (Sec. V). Based on our
ﬁndings, we posit open issues and challenges (Sec. VI), and
discuss possible ways to address them; so that security and
privacy vulnerabilities do not become inextricable impediments
as PCS evolves towards commercial deployment.
II.

Light







PEOPLE-CENTRIC SENSING

People-centric sensing lies at the intersection of several
research domains, including sensor networking, ubiquitous
computing, machine learning and social networking. The
literature has identiﬁed different approaches for PCS: mobile
crowd-sensing [5], urban sensing [3], participatory [2] or
opportunistic sensing [4]. While all these terms are closely
related, they can be different by system aspects such as the
nature of collected data (e.g., environmental data, health data,
etc.) and the degree of user involvement in the sensing process.
For example, active user engagement in participatory systems
versus automated data collection without user involvement in
opportunistic sensing campaigns. Nevertheless, the common
denominator is the incorporation of people in the sensing loop
(as custodians of sensing devices), which leads to a mixture
of human and machine intelligence, enabling new classes of
collective applications [23].
Indeed, this kind of pervasive computing is proving its
usability in various domains ranging from environmental
monitoring [24, 25] and urban sensing [26, 27, 28] to intelligent
transportation systems [29, 30], assistive healthcare [31, 32]
and public safety [33]. A new breed of sensing applications
is motivated by the ever increasing number of online social
network users. Such systems try to exploit social networks
(formed by groups of users) in an attempt to create a contextual
picture of their surroundings, improving for example the
classiﬁcation of locations as points of interest [34, 35].
Despite this broad gamut of emerging practices, there is little
consensus on the underlying system architectures with different
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people-centric sensing applications assuming different system
models. In what follows, we derive a generic design (including
stakeholders and architectural components) to capture all key
features of this complex environment.
A. Stakeholders and System Model
The actors involved in people-centric sensing can be broadly
classiﬁed as (i) users, (ii) task initiators and (iii) infrastructure
components (Figure 1). Users are participants operating their
mobile devices (e.g., smart-phones, tablets, smart vehicles
and wearable platforms), equipped with multiple embedded
sensors (Table I) and navigation modules (GPS, GLONASS
and Galileo). These platforms also possess transceivers that
can communicate over wireless local area (i.e., 802.11a/b/g/n)
and cellular networks (3rd Generation (3G) and Long Term
Evolution (LTE)).
Task initiators (or campaign administrators) are deﬁned [36]
as organizations, public authorities or, even, individuals that
initiate targeted data collection campaigns, by recruiting users
and distributing sensing tasks to them. Based on the adopted
sensing approach, the recruitment depends on the desired
degree of user involvement in the sensing process [37]. For
instance, participatory sensing assumes that volunteers opt in to
sensing tasks and contribute information out of personal interest
or altruism [38]. Such a modus operandi requires users to
(periodically) pull the list of active tasks and select the ones that
they wish to participate in. The other strategy, i.e., opportunistic
sensing, diminishes user control on the data collection process.
Mobile devices will automatically join a sensing task as long as
the explicit task requirements (described later in the section) are
met. This variant employs a push discipline according to which
the task providers, or the underlying infrastructure, forward
tasks to participating devices.
There is no standard (to the best of our knowledge)
governing the structure of a sensing task or the information
that should be included in its description [39]. Nevertheless,
based on our discussion on various PCS applications, such a
speciﬁcation should (at least) contain the following attributes:
• Sensing Modalities: Speciﬁcation of the sensors that
devices must employ within the scope of a given task.
Participants may be requested to provide either raw sensor
data (e.g., current temperature) or some statistical property
of a sensing modality (e.g., minimum, maximum, average,
median temperature). It might also be the case that multiple
modalities need to be combined for increasing the utility
of the contributed data. For example, it is easier to assess
the quality of noise-level measurements if the orientation
of the phone is known [40].
• Area of Interest: The locality within which the mobile
devices must contribute sensed data. The area of interest
for a task can be deﬁned either explicitly, by means of
geographic ﬁelds (e.g., a set of coordinates forming a
polygon on the map), or implicitly, by leveraging annotated
geographic areas (e.g., city of Stockholm).
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• Task Duration: The time interval during which the
sensing task is active.
• Reporting Frequency: Deﬁnition of the periodicity and
the conditions under which mobile devices submit the
values of their sensing modalities. For example, a task
might request devices to submit data every 1 min or
whenever the value of the sensed phenomenon is within (or
not) some predeﬁned range (e.g., noise pollution exceeds
140 dB).
• Eligibility Criteria: People-centric sensing heavily relies
on mass user participation. Nevertheless, sensing-capable
devices are, still, fragmented when considering their sensing and computational capabilities (for example not all
phones have a barometer). Furthermore, sensing tasks
might require contributions from speciﬁc user groups (e.g.,
cyclists). As a result, a task description must contain the
eligibility criteria that deﬁne the conditions under which
user participation is allowed or desired.
• Rewards: Description of the incentives and the rewards
that users shall receive for their data reports.
The back-end infrastructure is responsible for supporting the
life-cycle of a sensing task. Some works [36, 17, 18] suggest, or
assume, the existence of a centralized infrastructure component
to which users submit their data. Usually, such a centralized
server is run by the campaign administrators so that they can
have direct access to the results of the sensory tasks (i.e.,
reported sensor readings). As shown in Figure 1, the campaign
administrator initiates sensing tasks by either uploading the
corresponding speciﬁcations to a central repository (Step 1) or
by directly distributing them to the targeted pool of users (Step
2). Users can then start participating in the sensing process
and upload their contributions to the central server (Step 3);
which may perform some type of aggregation on the submitted
reports, depending on the application scenario. The collected
(and possibly analyzed) sensor readings are ﬁnally released
in various forms, e.g., attached to maps or as statistics, made
available to the participants or to a larger public.
Another approach that has recently started gaining momentum leverages a decentralized set-up [16, 22, 41]: the campaign
administrator directly tasks and queries participating devices
for sensing data (Step 4). Nevertheless, such sensing systems
still require some form of centralized infrastructure to enable
the interaction of campaign administrators and users’ devices.
Regardless the approach (i.e., centralized or decentralized),
campaign administrators can offer rewards to users for their
participation (Step 5). As mentioned, providing incentives is
necessary to attract large numbers of users and, thus, ensure a
continuous inﬂux of high quality contributions (more details
can be found in Sec. V).
III.

S E C U R I T Y A N D P R I VA C Y R E Q U I R E M E N T S

Seeking to design PCS successful systems, one has to cater
to the security and privacy requirements of all involved actors
and stake-holders. In a nutshell, the general design goal should
be to protect the users from the system (e.g., ensuring user
privacy) and to protect the system from the users (e.g., by
guaranteeing the security of the communications and ensuring
the validity of user data). Achieving these two objectives is not
straight-forward. Thus, a necessary ﬁrst step is a clear deﬁnition
of security and privacy requirements PCS systems must meet
(illustrated in Figure 2):
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Fig. 1.

Architectural Overview of People-Centric Sensing

• R1: Privacy Preserving Participation: Users should
participate in sensing tasks without revealing their identity. We
refer to both user-speciﬁc data (e.g., name, email address) and
device identiﬁers, such as the International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI) and the International Mobile Station Equipment
Identity (IMEI).
Furthermore, user participation must be unobservable: no
external (e.g., cellular providers or ISPs) or internal (i.e., PCS
infrastructure components or users) observers should be able to
deduce that an anonymous user has (or will) participated in a
task. The level of the achieved anonymity and unobservability
strongly depends on the task’s anonymity set (i.e., the number
of users that participate in a given task). More speciﬁcally, a
user is unidentiﬁable and indistinguishable from the rest of it’s
anonymity set.
Nonetheless, such notions of anonymity and unobservability
do not preclude inference attacks against user privacy. Indeed,
observers, leveraging ﬁltering techniques [42], could still infer,
with relatively high probability, the identity and the actions
of anonymous users. Towards this, a PCS system should
provide strong probabilistic privacy: From the perspective of the
observer, any action (e.g., report submission, joining or quitting
tasks) could have been performed by any user belonging to the
anonymity set of a task [43].
In PCS, users are expected to contribute ﬁne-grained location
measurements. Successive (anonymous) location updates from
user devices still reveal spatial and temporal correlations that
can be used as indirect identiﬁers. Such correlations can be
exploited by tracking techniques [42] to reconstruct a user’s
whereabouts and, thus, infer frequently visited places, e.g., home
or workplace. In such cases, user de-anonymization could be
easy. To mitigate such attacks, report unlinkability is necessary.
More speciﬁcally, it should be hard for an observer to link
together reports originating from the same user and, thus,
reconstruct (parts of) her whereabouts.
• R2: Privacy-Preserving, Resilient Incentive Mechanisms and Fairness: Users should receive credits and rewards
for their participation without associating themselves with the
data or the tasks they contributed. Such an incentive mechanism
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should be resilient; misbehaving or selﬁsh users should not be
able to exploit them to increase their utility without making
the desired contributions.
Ideally, as users are expected to offer (i.e., contribute
measurements) and receive services (e.g., query the results
of a sensing task), the rewards they get should correspond to
the extent of their contributions. Nevertheless, selﬁsh users
might attempt to receive disproportional, compared to their
contributions, services or refrain from engaging with the system.
To this end, the PCS system should discourage, detect and isolate
such selﬁsh behavior.
• R3: Communication integrity, conﬁdentiality and
authentication: All PCS entities should be authenticated and
their communications should be protected from any alteration
and disclosure to unauthorized parties.
• R4: Authorization and Access Control: Participating
users should act according to the policies speciﬁed by the
sensing task, deﬁned by campaign administrators. To enforce
such policies, access control and authorization services must
be in place.
• R5: Data-Centric Trust: The PCS system should provide
the means and mechanisms to assess the trust-worthiness and
the validity of user submitted data.
• R6: Accountability: Offending entities (i.e., users, infrastructure components and campaign administrators) should
be held accountable for actions that could disrupt the system
operation or harm the users. The PCS system should provide
the necessary means to shun misbehaving users and ﬁlter out
their faulty contributions.
Ensuring the aforementioned properties separately is relatively straight-forward. Nevertheless, ensuring all of them at the
same time is a challenge due to their inherent contradictions. For
example, achieving anonymous and unobservable participation
hardens the task of enforcing accountability. Similarly, it is
hard to mediate and authorize anonymous participants.
I V.

T H R E AT S T O P C S

Adversaries in the PCS context can be broadly categorized
as external and internal. The former are unauthorized actors,
i.e., not PCS system entities, that try to degrade the performance
of the system and disrupt its operation. They can eavesdrop,
modify and forge messages. Furthermore, they can target the
availability of the system by launching clogging, e.g., D(D)oS,
attacks. Since external adversaries have no association with the
PCS system, their disruptive capabilities are relatively limited.
Internal adversaries can launch more sophisticated attacks
(with far more grave implications) that cannot be easily
mitigated. Any PCS entity can pose as an internal adversary:
users, task administrators or, even, the PCS infrastructure itself
(see Sec. II). Users might be malicious or selﬁsh. Malicious
users (acting with compromised devices) can exhibit arbitrary
behavior, completely deviating from the expected functionality
and communication protocols. They might also attempt to
impersonate other PCS users or even try to simultaneously pose
as multiple, authorized, ones (i.e., act as a sibyl). Malicious users
(devices) could contribute faulty but seemingly valid reports,
thus, polluting the data collection process and degrading the
usefulness of the collected data. Such orchestrated pollution
attacks, usually, target the overall result of a sensing task
which is based on a statistical analysis of the contributed data.
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Security and Privacy Requirements for PCS

For example, users in an air pollution monitoring application
may fake a series of sensor readings (e.g., CO2, CO) in an
attempt to manipulate the aggregative result and avoid further
consequences (e.g., pollution ﬁnes).
Selﬁsh users aim at minimizing their effort-to-utility ratio.
Such a behavior is relevant to tasks and sensing campaigns
that entail incentive and reward mechanisms. Selﬁsh users may
try to exploit such procedures to increase their utility without
offering the required contributions to the system. We broadly
categorize such behavior as follows:
• Task Leeching: This term originates from P2P systems
and describes users that exhibit a hit-and-run approach;
they try to beneﬁt with minimal (or non-existent) contributions. In the context of PCS, leechers would offer the
minimum contributions that sufﬁce for being awarded a
task’s reward. Of course, users might quit a task for various
(non-selﬁsh) reasons: They might move away from a task
area of interest or run out of resources (e.g., battery).
• Low Quality Contributions: Instead of honestly contributing the values of required sensing modalities, selﬁsh
users might deliberately submit low quality data (e.g.,
previously acquired, non-fresh or random sensor readings
among others). This behavior resembles the data pollution
attacks; the difference being that pollution attacks target
the overall result of a sensing task and not single data
measurements.
• Double-spending Redeemed Quotas: This is a combination of abusing and selﬁsh behavior where users try
to exploit the incentive mechanisms in order to reclaim
already awarded rewards (e.g., monetary rewards).
Adversarial behavior is not limited only to users; campaign
administrators and PCS infrastructure components can also
misbehave. It is in the beneﬁt of campaign administrators to
ensure high added value for the sensing tasks they manage.
Nevertheless, this does not preempt attacks against user privacy.
More speciﬁcally, campaign administrators might leverage PCS
speciﬁc actions to deanonymize users [17]. To reduce the size
of the anonymity set, and, thus, track and deanonymize users,
campaign administrators can initiate tasks with strict eligibility
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criteria satisﬁable by only a few (or even a single) devices. In
that case, even the strongest privacy-protection mechanisms
cannot offer adequate privacy.
Furthermore, components of the PCS infrastructure can be
honest-but-curious: They may implement the correct communication and authentication protocols but they are curious to learn
private user data. Multiple curious such entities might collude
to de-anonymize users. Finally, PCS infrastructure entities can
be also malicious and exhibit arbitrary behavior.
V.

C U R R E N T S TAT U S O F S E C U R I T Y , P R I VA C Y A N D
USER INCENTIVES

In this section we survey the state-of-the-art literature
for secure and privacy-preserving PCS. We refrain from
presenting stand-alone security solutions and privacy-enhancing
technologies and we, instead, focus on architectures that address
subsets of the requirements deﬁned in Sec. III.
AnonySense [17] was one of the ﬁrst works to propose a general-purpose security and privacy architecture for
PCS. It tessellates geographical areas to achieve statistical kanonymity [44]; individuals cannot be identiﬁed within a set of
k users assumed to reside in the same area at a given moment
in time. This approach prevents inference attacks aiming to
link reports back to users. As a second layer of protection,
AnonySense aggregates (at least λ) user reports before sending
them to the campaign administrator. To achieve user anonymity,
AnonySense leverages group signatures; cryptographic schemes
that enable users to anonymously sign their reports. Anonymity
is conditional in the sense that, in case it is needed, a signature
can be opened to reveal the real identity of the user. This
property can be used to evict misbehaving users from the
system. Nevertheless, ﬁltering out past and faulty contributions
of such offending users requires also the de-anonymization of
benign reports. Furthermore, due to the way that AnonySense
employs group-signatures it is vulnerable to sibyl attacks (see
Sec. IV).
PoolView [45] is a privacy-preserving architecture that
enables mobile clients to perturb private measurements before
sharing them. To thwart inference attacks that leverage the
correlation of user data, the authors propose an obfuscation
model. The novelty of this scheme is based on the fact that
although private user data cannot be obtained, statistics over
them can be accurately computed. PoolView considers only
privacy of data streams and, thus, does not cover aspects such
as security, accountability and data trustworthiness.
PEPSI [18] prevents unauthorized entities from querying
the results of sensing tasks with provable security. It is based
on a centralized solution that focuses on the privacy of data
queriers; i.e., entities interested in sensing information. PEPSI
does not consider aspects such as accountability and privacy
preserving incentive mechanisms and it does not ensure privacy
against cellular Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Furthermore,
as PEPSI leverages Identity Based Cryptography, and more
speciﬁcally the scheme presented in [46], it inherits its key
escrow properties. This aspect, besides placing strong trust
on the key generating entity, weakens the non-repudiation
properties of the system [47].
TAPAS [20] presents a participatory sensing framework
that enables privacy-preserving user contributions. Additionally,
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[17]
[45]
[18]
[20]
[48]
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it considers data trust-worthiness by employing redundancy;
multiple users (termed as replicators) collect and report data
from the same geographical areas. The more the users engage
in the data collection process, the higher the trustworthiness of
the collected data is (under the assumption that the majority
of the nodes is benign).
In [48] the authors propose a system that leverages a
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to ensure the integrity of
sensor readings. This approach renders the system resilient
against malicious users that aim to (collectively) pollute the
data collection process by submitting faulty measurements or
by launching sibyl attacks. Nevertheless, the use of TPM cannot
protect the privacy of participating users.
PEPPeR [22] protects the privacy of the parties querying
mobile nodes (and not of the mobile nodes themselves), by
decoupling the process of node discovery from the access
control mechanisms used to query these nodes. PRISM [19]
focuses on the secure deployment of sensing applications
and does not consider privacy. It follows the push model
for distributing tasks to nodes: service providers disseminate
tasks to mobile devices (according to criteria such as their
location). This approach enables timely and scalable application
deployment, but harms user privacy since service providers have
knowledge of the device locations.
The works presented in [16] and [49] propose decentralized
frameworks for storing data on user devices (instead of some
central authority) and for privacy-preserving disclosure of
user trajectory information. Since these works focus mostly
on location privacy, they do not consider aspects such as
accountability, data-trustworthiness and user incentivization.
Ahmadi et. al. present a scheme for regression modeling that
enables efﬁcient and privacy-preserving transformation of user
data [50]. Similarly, in [51] the authors present a framework
for privacy-preserving collection, analysis and aggregation of
user data. This approach also enables regression analysis over
private data. As both works focus on data privacy, they do not
consider the security and data-trustworthiness aspects of PCS.
Signiﬁcant efforts have been made on the provision of
incentives to stimulate user participation [12, 13, 14, 53, 54].
These works leverage mechanisms such as auctions, dynamic
pricing, monetary coupons, service quotas and reputation accuracy. However, they do not consider user privacy and, thus,
can leak sensitive information by linking the identity of users
with the data they contribute. The approach presented in [52]
differs from the aforementioned works as it considers user
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privacy. Nevertheless, instead of proposing privacy protection
measures, the authors suggest that as user privacy exposure
increases, users should receive better services (e.g., QoS-wise)
and rewards as a compensation.
Table II contains a comparative analysis of all the research
efforts discussed in this section. We evaluate each one of the
presented solutions with respect to the requirements deﬁned
in Sec. III. Despite the intense research interest in the area
of secure and privacy-preserving PCS systems, we still lack a
comprehensive solution that can meet all the key requirements.
While it is feasible to combine some of the aforementioned
works, it is not an easy task.
VI.

ROA D - M A P A N D F U T U R E P RO S P E C T S F O R
PEOPLE-CENTRIC SENSING

A. Data Trustworthiness: Can we Trust Users?
In all open-access systems (i.e., systems where anyone that
can get involved should contribute data) questions regarding the
trustworthiness of user data are unavoidably raised. Although
some works (see Sec. V) touch upon such aspects of PCS,
we are far from conclusive and convincing answers. Datatrustworthiness turns out to be a research challenge well
beyond the boundaries of people-centric sensing. Moreover,
well known solutions from the quiver of the security and privacy
research community, i.e., cryptography and privacy mechanisms,
have proved to be insufﬁcient. Indeed, assessing the trust of
data generated by (anonymous) users, forming complex and
ephemeral networks, is not a straight-forward task.
Meeting this challenge requires work on three different
manifestations of trust [55]; (i) user (default) trust, (ii) taskspeciﬁc trust and (iii) dynamic trust. The default user trust
depends on the attributes of a user’s mobile device. For
example, users carrying devices updated with the latest ﬁrmware
versions, are better protected (from attacks) and, thus, should
be considered more trustworthy.
User devices should be trusted only for tasks that they
can execute; this is where the notion of task-speciﬁc trust is
relevant. Simply put, devices without accelerometers and/or
inertia sensors cannot be trusted for, e.g., tasks related to
trafﬁc congestion monitoring. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
solutions are of interest for such trust assessment.
Users’ trustworthiness needs to be updated based on the
overall quality (and quantity) of their contributions. Users with
a “well-behaved” history can have a higher degree of trust (but
not unconditionally). Nonetheless, what happens when trusted
users operate untrusted devices? Again, solutions addressing
the security of BYOD systems could help. Furthermore, the
trustworthiness of the data, reported by a device, should decrease
as the device moves away from the point of interest. Finally,
compromised or modiﬁed (e.g., jail-broken) devices should not
be trusted.
In addition, how should the PCS system cope with unreliable
users (and their devices), especially if such a detection and identiﬁcation of misbehaving devices/users is made? Fortunately,
such aspects have been extensively considered in related areas,
e.g., in vehicular communication systems; various eviction
schemes have been proposed [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] and can serve
as a starting point for PCS.
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B. User Empowerment: Putting Users in the Privacy Equation
The design of PCS systems must take into consideration the
main stake-holder: users should be explicitly informed about
the privacy implications their participation entails. The notion
of privacy is highly individual and depends on the user’s views
and understanding. Nevertheless, this user empowerment should
not presume that users are privacy-experts. What is needed,
actually, is to include the participants in the privacy equation,
but also reduce their friction (i.e., effort) to understand the
underlying complex conﬁgurations. For example, users might
not understand that providing the values of their accelerometer
can reveal the location of their home [61]. To this end, PCS
applications should work on two directions: (i) provide users
with privacy recommendations and (ii) protect the user whenever
possible.
The latter requirement is well understood and has been
intensively addressed by the research community (see Sec. V).
The former remains an open challenge as it requires Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms that not only understand the possible
privacy leakage risks, relating to a task, but can also translate
them in a user friendly manner. This research direction is
currently gaining momentum and various works are exploring
such advanced privacy aspects [8, 9].
C. Hybrid Approach: Providing Composable Security and
Privacy Architectures
User privacy depends on how user data are collected, stored
and used. This becomes even more important for data containing
(and thus, revealing) personal information. Despite extensive
privacy research, current works do not cope with all privacy
aspects as they are, usually, tailored to speciﬁc application
scenarios; they assume the use (in many cases) of trusted
centralized entities that collect user data. However, the privacy
implications of having a centralized repository hosting sensitive
information are far from negligible [62]. The user’s personal
context that can be inferred from such multimodal sensor
streams [61] is still an open challenge.
To address these concerns, current research points towards
user-centric approaches that enable users with full control over
their own personal data [16, 41]. Thus, it is up to their discretion
what statistics they are going to share and with whom. Apart
from the data trustworthiness issues (discussed earlier), the
downside of this decentralized set-up is the need for information
discovery. More speciﬁcally, how can consumers discover the
source of information they have to query for a speciﬁc dataset?
This may require some form of centralized infrastructure.
Both approaches (i.e., centralized and decentralized) have
distinct merits and operate under different assumptions. Nevertheless, their synthesis can yield numerous advantages; we
can leverage decentralized architectures that enable large-scale
dissemination of information in a peer-to-peer manner, in
combination with centralized approaches that offer identity
management and accountability, thus, ensuring the trustworthiness of PCS systems. Such adaptive solutions allow us to
better cope with the multi-party nature of people-centric sensing
environments and meet the requirements of all involved PCS
actors and stakeholders.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Ensuring user privacy and system trustworthiness is, perhaps,
the most fundamental requirement for people-centric sensing
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applications. In this work, we discussed key aspects of security
and privacy for PCS systems and surveyed the state-of-theart literature. Our investigation showed that existing solutions
focus on facets of the problem at hand. Furthermore, by taking
into consideration the salient characteristics of PCS along with
the requirements of the involved stake-holders, we identiﬁed
a number of open research challenges. It is our strong belief
that if these challenges are tackled now while PCS is still at
an early stage, then, this emerging paradigm can reach its full
potential.
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